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Dear Editor,

Re Protocol Manuscript: **Discharge instructions for caregivers in the context of pediatric emergency care: A Narrative Synthesis.**

Thank you for the opportunity to strengthen our manuscript with your critical feedback. Please find below our response to your comments.

Editor’s comments
1. We have included our Prospero Registration number at the end of the Abstract.
2. Each authors individual contribution has been outlined in Authors Contribution
3. Figure title and legend section have been added after the Reference list.

Reviewer’s comments
1. We have changed scoping review to scoping search.
2. We will include observation studies. All studies examining interventions or processes related to discharge instructions in pediatric emergency departments will be included (experimental, quasi-experimental, observational and qualitative)
3. Rational has been replaced with rationale
4. References 1, 24, and 26 have been revised
5. Additional description of quality appraisal strategy has been added to Methods section.

Thank you again for taking the time to review our manuscript and we trust we have adequately addressed your concerns.

Regards
Janet Curran